
Introducon
  The evoluon in the field of Internet is oen considered as the most comprehensive 
and most bewildering improvement in the aspect of Informaon Technology witnessed 
during the recent decade. The internet has changed the way people interact with each 
other, both at a personal and a professional level. As an example, the social web has 
already controlled the fields of Markeng, Adversing, Public Relaons, promoons, 
customer service, as well as other aspects of businesses. 
  Informaon that will be obtained out of this dissertaon will prove to be significant 
when it comes to shaping the overall success of new products and services online.   
 Most consumers of online research come from the professional category. As such, the 
prices of high quality online research has become higher. This has further aracted the 
aenon of different companies on consumers in the normal or personal consumer 
category. It has been ancipated that online research need to target both personal and 
professional segments while thinking about the price factor (Chrisbin, 2011). This 
dissertdissertaon will further determine whether this fact is veritable or not.

Research Objecves
 The following objecves have been idenfied for this dissertaon
1.1 idenfy the right methods, tools and opportunies of online markeng research
1.2 To further explore on both internal and external characteriscs in which 
consumers of online research value while purchasing products online
1.3 To invesgate on the psychology behind online research consumers behind 
purchasing an item, as well as other market features including the price.
1.4 To idenfy the features that make online research competors do well 
specifically for online services which are also provided and served in other countries. 

Research Queson
  A research queson is very important in idenfying the specific type of informaon 
that will be uncovered in this research. The creaon of the research queson will be 
guided significantly by the compe on within the online research industry (Mark, 2013).  
 As already noted, there are a lot of companies that are offering for online research 
regarding their products and services. At the same me, the nature of online markeng 
has significantly changed (Fields, 2014). Most companies are now capable of offering 
various products and services which include:
— — Research on consumer products
— Academic research
— Usage and awareness
— Concept tests and pricing
— Website evaluaon

  Due to the fact that the internet has proved to be a level playing field which enables 
everyone to focus on their strategic markeng endeavors, especially in reaching out to 
a more targeted and extensive audience. This makes the online market beer, and more 
compe ve. Thus, the research queson will also be derived out of this perspecve. 
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Methodology
 A budget will be created for both primary and secondary research. The design of the 
research will both be qualitave and quantave. The qualitave aspects will focus at 
exploring different consumer experiences, especially regarding purchasing decisions. On 
the other hand, quantave aspects will consists primarily of the numerical aspects of 
this research, including price.
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